
GEISHA IN JAPANESE WRITING

Geisha (èŠ¸è€…) geiko (èŠ¸å•), or geigi (èŠ¸å¦“) are Japanese women who entertain through The word geisha consists
of two kanji, èŠ¸ (Gei) meaning "art" and è€… ( Sha) meaning "person" or "doer". The most literal translation of geisha
into English.

Many more women begin their careers in adulthood. She wears the same white makeup for her face on her
nape, leaving two or sometimes three stripes of bare skin exposed. A geisha's appearance changes throughout
her career, from the girlish, heavily made-up maiko, to the more somber appearance of an older established
geisha. Henshall wrote that the geisha's purpose was "to entertain their customer, be it by dancing, reciting
verse, playing musical instruments, or engaging in light conversation. Japanese clients know that nothing more
can be expected. A geisha's sex and love life is usually distinct from her professional life. By watching other
geisha, apprentices also become skilled in the difficult traditions of dressing, make-up , and in dealing with
clients. According to Japanese people who have talked about the system online, there's more than one method,
they're all fabulously complicated, and Japanese people who take it seriously go to priests and other specialists
to make sure they get it right. Modern geishas' names are still full of Kimi- and Kiku-, Tsuru- and -zuru,
Mame- and -chiyo and Teru- and -kichi. When female geisha wore men's jackets and took on a man's
profession, why be surprised when some of them took on men's names? Historically, geisha did sometimes
marry their clients, but marriage necessitated retirement, as there were never married geisha. Geisha
engagements may include flirting with men and playful innuendos ; however, clients know that nothing more
can be expected. Around the age of 20â€”21, the maiko is promoted to a full-fledged geisha in a ceremony
called erikae turning of the collar. During this stage of training, the shikomi went to classes at the hanamachi's
geisha school. It was near the turn of the eighteenth century that the first entertainers of the pleasure quarters,
called geisha, appeared. Many modern geisha use wigs in their professional lives, while maiko use their
natural hair. Many artists also worked at the same houses, to entertain the clients with music, dancing and
poetry. In the present day, geisha still typically start learning music and dance when they are young, however,
modern labour laws mean that they do not start learning and working in an okiya until they are at least  The
"wild and outrageous" dances transformed into a more subtle, stylized, and controlled form of dance. A
geisha's movements, her way of walking, sitting, and talking are very important. They sell only their talents,
not their bodies; they are not girls of the street. Rarely will a geisha colour in both lips fully in the Western
style, as white creates optical illusions and colouring the lips fully would make them appear overly large.
Geishas are not submissive and subservient, but in fact they are some of the most financially and emotionally
successful and strongest women in Japan, and traditionally have been so. The instrument is described as
"melancholy" because traditional shamisen music uses only minor thirds and sixths. Geisha do not have sex
with clients for money. A maiko is an apprentice and is therefore bonded under a contract to her okiya. This
stage lasts only about a month or so. These hairstyles are decorated with elaborate hair-combs and hairpins
kanzashi.


